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HUMPHRY REPTON (1752 - 1818) 
 
We have reason to celebrate the 200th anniversary 
of Humphry Repton’s death because he devised 
plans for 2 sites in Lancashire, at Lathom House 
near Ormskirk and at Scarisbrick House near 
Southport. In both places it has been doubted 
whether his plans were really implemented 
because there is a lack of written evidence.  
 

 
 
We look for bills, letters or diary entries as proof, 
and in their absence, we fall back on conjecture. 
Repton’s persuasive marketing tool was a 
portfolio of written proposals with watercolour 
illustrations; these were arranged in pairs, the top 
view showing the site in its present state, then, by 
lifting away a flap we see underneath the view as 
he proposed it. Usually bound in red leather or 

buckram, they have become known as the Red 
Books. They now change hands for 5-figure sums. 
 
SCARISBRICK HALL 4th April 
 
We gathered on a warm and sunny spring day in 
the Red Room of the magnificent Grade I gothic 
mansion, built by Augustus Pugin and his Edwin. 
Greg Aylmer, director of Scarisbrick Hall School 
welcomed us and give the history of the hall and 
the school.   
 
Susan Bourne presented the story of Repton who 
changed profession and used his artistic skills to 
start a career as a landscape gardener (his term); 
he found early clients among his friends and 
neighbours in Norfolk and benefitted from the 
experience of his brother, a farmer. Always an 
admirer of his predecessor Lancelot ‘Capability’ 
Brown, he continued to design in the ‘natural’ 
style using water, pasture and trees to create a 
park in the Picturesque tradition. As fashion began 
to change, he pioneered the return to a built 
terrace in front of the house; clients wanted a 
framework to display the many new plants 
arriving from distant continents and so Repton 
designed flower gardens for distinct plant families 
– for roses, for ‘American’ plants (needing acidic 
soil) and for conifers. The sheltered terrace 
became a showcase for new tender perennials and 
annuals (pelargoniums from South Africa, 
fuchsias from Mexico, blue verbenas, yellow 
calceolarias, red salvias). 
 
We enjoyed seeing images of the paintings from 
his Red Books; unfortunately, only a small 
proportion of plans came to fruition due to 
uncertain political times or a failure by Repton to 
find the wealthy clients needed for large landscape 
projects. 
 
At Scarisbrick there is no written proof that his 
plans were implemented. In a study for Historic 
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England 1, evidence is shown of much landscape 
improvement undertaken by Thomas Eccleston 
Scarisbrick; an analysis of Ordnance Surveys and 
estate plans reveals many changes, and these are 
supported by his diary entries. The author 
concludes:  
It is impossible to know who had the greater 
input, or whether the Scarisbricks followed the 
long tradition of landowners who called in 
‘improvers’ and subsequently devised their own 
improvements without paying further fees. 
 
On a conducted tour of the grounds (the part 
belonging to the school) we looked for evidence 
of these - 
C17 post-Restoration features – long straight 
avenues; 
1795 – the design by Thomas White, a pupil of 
Brown and an agricultural improver; 
1802 – the plan by Humphry Repton, 
commissioned by Thomas Eccleston Scarisbrick. 
A page from his Red Book was located by Susan 
which shows a before-and-after view; farm 
buildings have been removed and a serpentine 
stretch of water winds its way in front of the 
house. 
 

 
 
 
On our tour we found that the hallmarks of a park 
in the natural style were recognisable; approaches 
from the park’s perimeter follow a winding route 
and join the mansion to gatehouses, one in gabled, 
cottage style and a pair in castellated gothic style. 
A stream running through the estate from 
northeast to southwest has been fashioned into a 
series of weirs and a serpentine lake, visible from 
the house. The young Pugin added to the 

                                                 
1 Fiona Green, Heritage Appraisal of Scarisbrick, 2010 

Picturesque experience in 1836 by adding a gothic 
covered seat, it echoes those illustrated in 
Repton’s books and described as ’reposoirs’. The 
lower part of it survives. 
  
Ribbons of trees on the periphery, chiefly 
sycamore and ash, provide a windbreak and hide 
the Leeds/Liverpool canal and the main Southport 
road; clumps of trees adorn the pasture and 
specimen trees, oak and lime, provide exclamation 
marks. The pleasure ground around the house is 
surrounded by a sheep-fence, or haha. 
We admired an avenue of large oaks lining the 
west bank of the lake, probably planted when the 
lake was made.  
 
We went on to explore the earlier features in Old 
Park Wood, where remains of a moat show 
evidence of the medieval landscaping; the original 
house was here on slightly rising ground. Not one 
but two ice-houses survive here, and so do some 
of the oldest trees. 
 
It was quite staggering to see this quality of 
growth, both designed and agricultural, on what 
used to be marshland; Thomas undertook the 
draining of Martin Mere together with his Rufford 
neighbours, the Heskeths, using government 
grants for land improvement. Surrounding fields 
now display a crop of sturdy leeks, an Ormskirk 
speciality. 
 
All in all, the conclusion was that the combined 
plans of White and Repton had been used to create 
a landscape park of quality, and that the 
Scarisbricks were garden makers of talent. 
Thomas’s younger brother Charles commissioned 
the Pugins, father and son, to build a mansion with 
panache, in exuberant fairy-tale gothic style; it is 
one of the most majestic accompaniments to any 
Picturesque park. 
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RODE HALL  20th June 
 
We continued our exploration of Repton’s work 
by visiting the beautiful park and gardens at Rode 
Hall, Congleton. The grounds and predominantly 
Georgian house have belonged to the Wilbraham 
family since 1669 and have seen additions and 
alterations to reflect changing fashions, but always 
done with a sensitive touch. 
 
On our conducted tour of the grounds we became 
aware of major periods of change. A well-restored 
ice-house, c.1705, is a survivor of a post-
Restoration landscape and is possibly 
contemporary with some fine sweet chestnut trees 
on either side of the nearby driveway. They would 
have lined a long, straight approach taking the 
visitor directly to the main entrance. 
 

 
 
 
A Red Book for Rode was prepared by Humphry 
Repton in 1790, early in his career, and was 
addressed to Mrs Bootle (Wilbraham); Repton 
was hoping she, a wealthy heiress, would take the 
bait. The book is kept in the library at Rode and is 
in excellent condition; it is one of the smallest of 
his portfolios, containing just two watercolour 
illustrations, a sketch and written instructions on 
achieving the new landscape design. Several blank 
pages follow, for the client ‘to complete as work 
progresses’.  
 
The plan shows a winding blue line with the 
caption ‘hollow-way to be flooded’; on the 
perimeter a public road has junctions where paths 
lead into the estate and he marks ribbons of trees 
to hide these; he recommends moving a public 
path from one side of the house ‘to avoid every 
coal-cart being seen passing the windows’. The 
colour illustration, with the folding flap, shows 

firstly a view of fields, hedges and farm buildings, 
then secondly, a pastoral scene ornamented with 
tree clumps and fine individual specimen trees. 
On the horizon is Mow Cop, the hill on which 
Randle Wilbraham II placed a folly in 1754. He 
was clearly up-to-date with the more Sublime 
expressions of the style. 
 
This illustration is indeed the present approach 
from the gatehouse to the house; it winds in and 
out of copses until it turns and reveals the mansion 
at the last minute. In Jane Austen’s Northanger 
Abbey Mr. Rushworth appreciated this kind of 
revelation: 
You see the house in the most surprising manner. 
 
In 1803 Randle III called in John Webb to 
implement the planned landscape park in 
Picturesque style; on our tour we noted from 
Repton’s plan that his flooded hollow-way had 
indeed become Rode Pool. At one mile in length it 
is one of the longest artificial lakes and is 
testament to John Webb’s skill as a water 
engineer. Webb had trained with William Emes 
(1729 -1803), working in parks such as Erddig, 
Powis and Belton, where sophisticated systems 
had been built to create lakes, cascades and weirs. 
The most intriguing of Webb’s works are at 
Weston Park (Shropshire) and Rode; in neither 
site is there a stream of any volume. Instead, 
Webb has relied on spring water and rain water, 
collected in tanks and channelled through culverts 
to fill the pools. At Rode the Stew Pond and Sugar 
Pool are first in the chain, the water then being 
directed underground to emerge near the first 
boat-house, continuing along a canal to the lake. 
 

 
 
 
Follies in the Picturesque park are of many kinds 
and merit a chapter to themselves. At Stourhead, 
Stowe and Castle Howard these buildings form 
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part of a story to follow on a journey which has 
been devised by the owner; where such inspiration 
was lacking the owner simply wanted buildings 
with a purpose. The fishing pavilion, the boat-
house and the sheltered seat to enjoy a vista were 
favourite choices with the more practical owner. 
Repton and his two architect sons could design 
estate buildings in either classical or gothic style; 
he advised that to accompany a gothic folly there 
should be the rounded shape of a deciduous tree, 
whereas for a classical folly the spiky form of a 
conifer was a good complement. 
 

 
 
Webb continued the Sublime theme at Rode when 
he designed a ‘rocky experience’ to instil fear and 
horror in the beholder. Ever narrowing paths are 
arranged in a claustrophobic network, between 
banks piled high with chunks of stone and covered 
with ferns and ivy. We are led to a cave where 
water drips in the darkness and we are glad to 
escape. From the periphery, however, the aspect is 
more welcoming nowadays, especially in spring 
when a kaleidoscope of colours in provided by 
mature rhododendrons and azaleas. They are a 
fine contrast to the dark needles of pine and fir 
and the light green foliage of emerging lime and 
oak. 
 
June is the month for roses at Rode and we 
admired several of the most vigorous flinging 
their branches up into the trees. Lady Ann Baker 
Wilbraham has devoted much time and expertise 
to creating and planting beautiful features; her 
circular rose garden was filled with perfume and 
colour, having replaced the elaborate ‘parterre de 
broderie’ once made by Andrew Nesfield, using 

                                                 
2 T. Mowl, Historic Gardens of England: Cheshire, Redgate, 
2008. 

thousands of tiny box plants. Versailles did not 
suit rural England.  
 

 
 
The walled garden was much admired by Timothy 
Mowl 2 who applauds Sir Richard and Lady Ann 
for maintaining a proper practical garden for 
vegetables, fruit and flowers, rather than changing 
to an ornamental potager. A central path led 
through rose-clad arches, the climbing rose 
Albertine on the garden cottage harmonised 
perfectly with the brickwork, and rows of fruit 
espaliers provided a firm structure to frame the 
long rows of vegetables, salad and flowers for 
cutting. 
 
VISIT TO BANK HALL and SNOWDROPS 
 
In this year of weather extremes, it is sad to report 
that our planned visit to see the snowdrops at 
Bank Hall had to be cancelled – because of snow! 
Following several days of disruption on the roads 
we heeded another forecast of snowfall rather than 
risk bringing people across the county and causing 
them to be stranded. 
 
THE GARDENS TRUST VISIT 12th May 
 
The Gardens Trust has initiated a Lecture Series 
out of London, held in the Midlands Institute, 
Birmingham which is conveniently placed within 
10 minutes of New Street station. Maria Luczak 
presented Rivington Terraced Gardens in spring, 
and to follow this The Gardens Trust arranged a 
visit on 12th May. We at Lancashire Gardens Trust 
assisted with preparations and were delighted to 
accept the offer by Rivington Parish Church 
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Ladies’ committee to greet the delegates in their 
parish hall. Delicious home-made biscuits were 
served with coffee and tea, a generous buffet 
lunch was brought up to us on the Great Lawn and 
on our return to the village at 4pm a copious 
spread of scones and cakes replenished us after 
our day-long walk. We were joined for tea by 
more Lancs GT members and by Friends of 
Rivington Terraced Gardens. 
 

 
 
This pavilion stood above the waterfall in the Japanese garden; this model 
has been made be one of RTG’s Friends 
 

Liam Roche of Groundwork CLM, the firm which 
is co-ordinating restoration work, explained on the 
guided walk how the work was progressing and 
which were the particular difficulties. Elaine 
described the complex design of the gardens and 
the philosophy behind them, as devised by their 
two creators. 
 
POST SCRIPT 
 
 I write this during the truly devastating fire which 
has been burning for 10 days on the moors of 
Winter Hill. The flames have come close to the 
gardens’ upper boundary which is a stony road 
and is providing a measure of defence. The 
Groundwork team and many volunteers have 
worked tirelessly to remove shrubs and small trees 
from this area to try and prevent further spread.  
 
We offer our heartfelt sympathy to the Woodland 
Trust who in 2017 purchased 1,700 acres of 
Smithills Moor, their largest land-holding. They 
have poured much money and effort, again with 
the help of volunteers, in planting many trees in 
order to improve habitats, particularly for the 
endangered species brown hare and curlew. 20% 
of their land is now scorched and barren. This was 
the beginning of Michael Gove’s Northern Forest 
which is to stretch from Liverpool to Hull 
. 

CONSERVATION & PLANNING GROUP 

The sad news of the passing of both Richard 
Jennison and Audrey Dawson earlier this year is 
reported fully elsewhere in this Newsletter. 
Richard and Audrey were long standing members 
of the Trust’s Conservation and Planning Group 
and contributed significantly to its work over 
many years. Richard had stood down prior to the 
AGM in 2017, however we had hoped Audrey 
would have been able to continue to work with us 
a little longer. Both had inportant roles in 
Lancashire CPRE, and this brought important 
synergies and understanding of planning issues to 
the benefit of our group. Their contributions and 
humour are sadly missed.   

PLANNING APPLICATIONS 

In Newsletter 20 I reported that our objection to 
the application for residential development at 
Hammond Ground, Read Park, near Whalley had 
supported Ribble Valley BC’s decision to refuse 
the application. Read Park is unregistered, but 
Hammond Ground is inseparable from it, but is in 
a different ownership. The applicant has now 
appealed the refusal and a local inquiry was to be 
held on 1 May. We provided further arguments to 
refute statements made in the applicant’s 
evidence, however, the inquiry was adjourned 
until the autumn to allow further wildlife surveys 
to be undertaken. 

The most significant application dealt with over 
the last year has been the proposal by Peel Land 
and Property for a major golf course, hotel, and 
residential development within Grade II 
Registered Hulton Park, which lies between 
Bolton and Westhoughton.  The initial 
consultation on this application was in July 2017 
where both ourselves and The Gardens Trust (as 
Statutory Consultee) objected to the project.  
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Although the proposals include the restoration of 
the walled gardens and former grounds of the site 
of Hulton Hall (demolished 1958), these 
improvements have had to be balanced with the 
overall effects of the proposals. There are serious 
planning policy issues as this development 
proposal lies mostly within the Green Belt, and 
there would be losses to the Grade II Registered 
Park and Garden through ‘enabling’ residential 
development. Locating the golf course within the 
William Emes designed parkland could result in 
this becoming a ‘stereotypical’ landscape. In 
January Peel submitted revised documents which 
mean that there are approximately 600 documents 
supporting this application. The overall proposals 
remain largely unchanged. Both LGT and The 
Gardens Trust restated their objections, however, 
regrettably in March 2018 Bolton Council 
resolved to approve. The next step in the process 
is a referral by the Council to the Minister for 
Housing and Local Government in view of the 
principle of development in the Green Belt. 

Earlier this year one of our regular events was 
held at Scarisbrick Hall, where the School are 
continuing their excellent work in addressing the 
backlog of repairs as well as enhancing the 
school’s facilities. We supported the proposals to 
improve the difficult school entrance at Southport 
Road, and have reviewed the proposals for the 
large new Performing Arts Centre and Teaching 
Block. We have given particular attention to this 
as a major facility is intended adjoining the former 
stable block and service yard, in what was once a 
wooded area. However, we trust that the impact 
on the historic setting of the Hall will not be 
adverse.   

At Prince’s Park, Liverpool, as part of the 
Council’s refurbishment, there are proposals by a 
local group, Mandela8 to set up a permanent 
memorial to Nelson Mandela on the island in the 
Park. This will require restoring public access 
across the Lake to the island and would create an 
imaginative representation of the teaching and 
influence of this statesman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSERVATION 

 
Birchwood Forest Park, Warrington 

At the end of 2017, Historic England invited 
nominations for consideration for listing of Mid 
and Late Twentieth Century Landscapes as part of 
the Compiling The Record Project. LGT 
nominated Lancaster University, and 
Skelmersdale Town Centre, as these are two sites 
from this period already identified in A Local List 
of Lancashire’s Unregistered Historic Designed 
Landscapes. In addition we have nominated 
another New Town landscape, Birchwood Forest 
Park and Science Park, in Warrington, as this lies 
within the former county of Lancashire.  

 

We are always pleased to report on proposals for 
refurbishments and repair of structures and 
features within our Historic Designed Landscapes. 
Notably Wyre Council have made a planning 
application for the next phase of work at The 
Mount, Fleetwood. Following our AGM last 
August we were given an explanation of this 
work, including proposals for the Lodge and the 
Pavilion, and it is pleasing to see these being 
taken forward and supported by very 
comprehensive background research. We have 
given our complete support to this project, and we 
look forward to its implementation. 

Stephen Robson 

Chartered Landscape Architect and Town 
Planner 
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RESEARCH & RECORDING 
 

War Memorial Parks and Gardens – the 
Exhibition 

 

 
 
 
 

 
VENUE  DATES OPENING TIMES website or email 

 
Leyland Museum  July 9 – August 7 

 
south-ribble.co.uk/srmuseum 

Westfield Memorial 
Village 

 August 8 – August 
20 
 

westfieldmemorialvillage.co.uk 

Towneley Hall  August 21 
 

towneley.org.uk 

Barton Grange Garden 
Ctr 

 August 22 – Sept 16 
 

 

Accrington Library  Sept 17 – Oct 12 
 

accrington.library@lancashire.gov.uk 

Morecambe Library  October 15 – Oct 28 
 

morecambe.library@lancashire.gov.uk 

Blackburn Library  November 9 – Nov 
25 
 

blackburn.library@lancashire.gov.uk 

Ashton Gardens cafe  November 27 – Dec 
2 
 

thepavilioncafe.org 

Ansdell Library  December 4 – Dec 
10 
 

ansdell.library@lancashire.gov.uk 

 
One of the chief aims of our society is to 
communicate our enjoyment of designed 
landscapes and in so doing to pursue a gentle 
educational path. The richly varied memorial 
parks and gardens of remembrance which we 
investigated in 2017 merited further publicity; 
throughout the 14 districts of the county people 
had family connections with these important 
places and we wanted to take our findings to 
them. 
 
With the assistance and guidance of council 
member Alan Robinson, a professional when it 
comes to designing exhibitions, and the skilful 
organisation of Jane and Howard Atkins, we have 
produced a beautiful and compelling touring 
display. Mounted on three tall, free-standing 
panels, it features 10 of the 30 sites chosen for 
their uniqueness and wide-ranging styles of 
landscape design. 
 
It will circulate the county throughout the year, 
having already visited Blackpool, Ormskirk, 

Barrowford, Browsholme and  Lancashire 
Archives. Do try to see it. The next venues 
are listed above. 
 

.  
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OBITUARIES  
 
RICHARD JENNISON 1946 -2018 
 

 
 
It is with great sadness that I announce the death 
of Richard; he was an early member of the society 
and shared our aims, which co-incided with his 
love of the countryside. He was also a member of 
CPRE (Council for the Protection of Rural 
England) and became chairman of their regional 
branch. 
 
He was an early leader of our Structure & 
Organisation group and also our Conservation & 
Planning group. He had a strong knowledge of the 
county’s geography and was especially interested 
in the power-generating industries and their visual 
impact on landscape. 
 
He served as our chairman for 6 years, stepping 
down at the end of this term in 2017; he skilfully 
guided us through many ups and downs in 
meetings and was especially careful to build 
relationships to the good of the society. A good 
team worker, he participated in our Lowther Study 
visits to great effect and ensured that everyone 
arrived at the right place and at the right time. 
 
Always persistent, he brought the exercise to 
conclusion with the Charities Commission 
through much bureaucracy to obtain our charitable 
status in 2016. 
 
We remember him with affection and gratitude. 
We also thank Adele warmly for including the 
society in her chosen charities in Richard’s 
memory. We have benefitted from donations and 
are investigating a suitable commemoration. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 AUDREY DAWSON 1938 – 2018 
 

 
 
It is with equal sadness that I announce the death 
of Audrey, a dear friend and colleague in the 
society. I invited Audrey to join us at our 
inception in 2007 knowing that she would share 
our aims. Her knowledge of planning matters 
came from her involvement with CPRE and this 
was much appreciated during our discussions on 
planning applications and their possible effect on 
parks and gardens.  
 
She had no hesitation in accepting an invitation to 
serve on our council and brought her 
organisational skills into force whenever a new 
system was needed. Home-made biscuits came 
with the job. She took over as minutes secretary 3 
years ago and organised our Annual General 
Meetings with efficiency. She also planned some 
events, the most recent being a visit to Downham 
Hall, home of the Assheton family, which was 
greatly enjoyed by many. One Annual Meeting 
was held in Wray and Audrey was delighted when 
we met in a tiny chapel in the fields; she grew up 
on a farm nearby and told us about her early years 
there as a ‘country lass’ and how this had 
encouraged her love of beautiful nature. We 
remember Audrey with love and appreciation. 
 
We are especially grateful for the legacy she 
bequeathed to us in her will; we shall ensure her 
generosity is commemorated in a suitable way. 
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ASTLEY PARK AND A FOUNTAIN 
 

 
 
Your editor was invited to speak to a meeting of 
the Friends of Astley Park, and whilst looking 
over some maps with Rosemary Boyd, a keen 
local historian, pointed out the location of a 
fountain. 
 
The Friends set to work and discovered pieces of 
stone in a wet area of undergrowth. Pipework 
came to light and it was found that the water-
source was a former large ornamental pond also 
marked on the map but now silted up and filled 
with weed.   They obtained a grant and hired 
contractors to remedy the plumbing, build the 
stone fountain and make an attractive landscape 
around it.  
 
On Saturday 2nd June a ceremony was held to 
dedicate the fountain to Rosemary who sadly died 
before she could see it restored. Her family and 
many friends came to see the Mayor of Chorley 
dedicate it to her in memory of her many years 
working to improve Astley Park. 
 
OBITUARY BETH CHATTO 1923 – 2018 
 
Beth Chatto pioneered the garden where plants 
were arranged according to their needs rather than 
by design or colour. She and her husband started 
to make a garden in the 1960s on an ‘impossible’ 
site, according to her friend Sir Cedric Morris. 
The parts were variously wind-swept, dry and 
gravelly, muddy or stiff with clay. This prompted 
her to plant according to the conditions of the 
ground and to improve them with organic matter. 
We take this approach for granted now, but then it 
was not the norm. 
 

Her exhibit at the RHS Westminster show in 1975 
caused controversy; her winter woodland garden 
contained hellebores and drew the scorn of the 
judges because these were considered weeds. The 
display however proved popular and influential. 
 
Her books The Dry Garden (1978) and The Damp 
Garden (1982) explain her philosophy of ‘right 
plant, right place’; more recently when she 
converted her carpark into a dry garden requiring 
no watering, there was national interest, making 
this one of the major talking points for those 
concerned with our changing weather patterns. 
 
Beth stands with other English plantspersons, such 
as her friend Christopher Lloyd, as a self-taught 
amateur who became a connoisseur and great 
communicator. We all benefit from her dedication 
and wisdom. 
 
A DRY GARDEN HAS ITS BENEFITS 
 
Very dry weather can provide ideal conditions for 
garden archaeologists; previous designed features 
emerge from the scorched grass because of the 
differences in the condition of the turf. At 
Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley, Grade II, an elaborate 
parterre was made to the designs of Sir Charles 
Barry in the 1850s; after the Second World War it 
was covered with grass to reduce maintenance 
work. 
 
Its outline is now visible – until the next rainfall 
restores the turf to its former deep green. 
 

 
 
Editor 
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COUNCIL OF MANAGEMENT 
 
Chairman Elaine Taylor 
Vice-chairman  
Company sec. Martin Hawkins 
Secretary vacant 
Membership Diana Stenson 
Conservation Stephen Robson  
Newsletter,      Elaine Taylor 
  Research 
Website Sue Woodhouse 
Events  team  
Treasurer Martin Hawkins 
General Sheila Jones 

Alan Robinson  
Steve Taylor 

 
 
 
 
Key members can be contacted via: 
chairman@lancsgt.org.uk 
 
conservation@lancsgt.org.uk 
 
membership@lancsgt.org.uk 
01253 876 484 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Our events appear on our website, and you can 
print a Membership Application Form to give to 

anyone who shares our interests and aims. 
 

Newsletter Editor 
Mrs Elaine Taylor 
Holly Hill, Old Hall Clough, 
Lostock, BOLTON BL6 4LB 
 
Articles for future Issues may be sent to the 
above address, or to the chairman's e-mail 
address as a 'Word' document. 
 
 All the articles in this magazine are the property of the 
Lancashire Gardens Trust. It is forbidden to reproduce them 
in any way, whether in written, electronic or oral form 
  

. 
 

The Gardens Trust  
Can be contacted via 

www.thegardenstrust.org 
 

or contact the Administrator: 
70 Cowcross Street, London EC1, 6EJ 


